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Topic Areas

• Introduction

• Y2K Life Cycle

• Assessment Details

• Supporting Detection Tools

• Discoveries & Lessons Learned

• Today's Differences
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Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

30 Facilities

3,500 Staff Members

5K Projects, -1 OK Equipment, -11K PC/Mac/UNIX systems

4 Major R&O Divisions, 11 Supporting Organizations
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Test Quest ion (to be asked at end of Presentation)

Baiteue

What Is the question?
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Year 2000 Life Cycle

i Awareness & Education

i Assessment (Risk Exposure and Year 2000
System-Specific Assessments)

i Remediation (Renovation, COTS, Replacement)

Testing

Implementation

i Business Continuity Planning

i IV&Vs Throughout
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Risk Classifications

• Security

• Regulatory Compliance

• Financial Integrity

• Cost Impact

• Safety & Health

• Environmental Impact

• Customer Service Delays

• Management Interest
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PNNL Assessment Process

• Basic Framework - Decentralized process (the
culture of the Lab; highly matrixed organization)

• Business Risk Identification - Foundation for the
scoping process (signature process - e.g., funnel
diagram)

• Involved 80% of Lab staff in some context

• Several automated mechanisms created
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Risk Assessment Form
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PNNL Assessment
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Year 2000 Major Business Impacts Identified

• Safety and Health
• Avoid Work Stoppage

- Dosimety Readers, VAX-based

- Facilities (Rad facilities)

• Regulatory Compliance
• Stack Emission Reports, Chemical Tracking

- • Fiscal Responsibility
• Accounting, Payroll

• Business Continuity

• Emergency Preparedness Plan Updates

Year 2000 Assessment Outcomes

• 76 mission-essential systems identified with impacts

• Today, 23 systems pending completion on March 1,
1999

• No major Lab equipment expenditures outside of normal
replacement schedules

• Major system expenditures/replacements (telephone
switches, dosimetry device readers)

• No major expenditures required due solely to Year 2000
(>$50K) other than those planned for strategic and
tactical reasons already
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Tools Used

i Execute monthly database server searches for data
types of dates outside of date range (1910-2002)
Runs on about 10 Oracle/Sybase instances

i Data Collection Tools:
• System Assessment Form (Access database)
• Equipment Assessment Forms (Access database)

YMark2000 - PC testing tool distributed; web reporting

Incentive Program to purchase newer model PCs
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Y2K Activity Duration

• Awareness/education of essential staff - 3 months

• Assessments (4 major divisions) - 3 months

• Remediation (including testing, implementation) -
9 months

• Y2K remediation planned with other ongoing
enhancements

• No more than 1.5 FTE in central Y2K team per
year
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Lessons Learned - Technology

i Difficult to determine vendor compliance/readiness
state in '97 (lots of redo work)

i Quality of Year 2000 assessment critical and

directly links to the successful remediation

i Don't ask "Is your system Year 2000 Compliant?";
answer to this question will never give you what is
needed to determine if the system is assessed
properly
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Lessons Learned

Past:
' Multiple te-assessments

depending on product
announcements of Y2K
readiness

• Integrate with normal
business processes to
restrict procurement or
development of Y2K
problems
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Today:
* More accurate Y2K disclosures

and more databases with vendor
compttancs information open

• May need new business
processes to ensure that new
Y2K problems are not introduced
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Test Quest ion (to be asked at end of Presentation)

The question is not...
Is the glass half full or half empty?

Year 2000 requires a paradigm shift
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The Question Is:

What Is In the glass? What's the volume?

Year 2000 requires a paradigm shift
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The Road to

+> Year 2000
Preparedness

fs Constantly

Under Assessment!
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Year 2000 Assessment: Focus on Systems

M.M. DILLNER
D.H. RASSAT
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Richland, Washington, USA

During the past three years, PNNL has been actively working with the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) to understand the Year 2000 impacts that exist, and perform appropriate
remediation of critical systems. During this time period, increased Year 2000 awareness and
reporting at the various levels of DOE and the U.S. Congress began to unfold and be revised.
At this point, PNNL is on schedule for implementation of all mission-essential system by April,
1999.

The Year 2000 problem has the potential for effecting software, hardware, embedded
chips, control devices, as well as telephone and power equipment. Discovering the Year 2000
problems by perfonning a complete assessment has been compared to "finding a needle in a
haystack". Product suppliers have been reluctant to release specifications or system behavior
related to Year 2000 issues and are hesitant to make any Y2K readiness or compliance
statements. The U.S. recently passed legislature to loosen legal liability to drive the industry to
share more Y2K information.

Successful Y2K remediation requires that a risk assessment be performed based on a
view of the "complete" system (e.g., input, outputs, infrastructure, operating systems,
communication mechanisms, and developmental tools such as compilers). In many
organizations, the critical computer and equipment infrastructure is managed by one component.
This infrastructure organizational component must be intimately involved in defining the scope
of work (e.g., what constitutes infrastructure versus what components belong to an
application/system).

All the DOE facilities have followed the Year 2000 life-cycle of system inventory,
assessment (system and risk), renovation, testing, transition planning, implementation, validation
and business continuity planning. Within this process, each organization has used their particular
systems life-cycle methodology. DOE HQ is tasked with performing appropriate Independent
Verification and Validation (IV&V) at key milestones during the remediation.

PNNL would like to share lessons learned about our entire Year 2000 program,
particularly in the areas of performing Year 2000 assessments, the identification of appropriate
system remediation, and project tracking mechanisms. Many aspects can be reviewed including:
describing the standard process, identifying organizational commitment and staffing, approach to
the identification of risk assessment and creation of a baseline inventory, identification of system
scope per organizational unit, guidelines versus requirements, and IV&V. All of these items
apply to the four topic areas (instrumentation issues, applications software, reporting systems,
and physical protection issues) referenced in the Year 2000: Progress and Co-operation
Information Sheet.

Below are two assessment tools (a subset of the actual documents were extracted) used
by PNNL to perform the Year 2000 assessment process. PNNL completed the entire
Laboratory assessment process in less than 4 months with 4 major operating divisions and 11
operational support units, and has remediated several hundred systems. PNNL has had
oversight and independent reviews performed by our corporate headquarters, DOE



Headquarters, and several IV&V 's performed by independent external organizations. With less
than 10 months to complete a successful Y2K remediation, use of existing processes and
materials are recommended.

Figure 1: Year 2000 Risk Classification Matrix Figure 2: Year 2000 Product Portfolio Survey

Risk Classification

Risk Classification
Safety & Health
Risk that system
failure will have an
adverse effect...
Environmental
Impact
.. adverse impact on
the environment.
Security
... loss of security
over information or
physical
propertv/inventorv
Regulatory
Compliance

Financial Integrity

Cost Impact
Risk that....

Customer Service
Delays... needed
information SUDDOH.
Management Interest
Risk that system
failure will cause a
failure to meet upper-
management
commitments of a
political or
organizational nature.

Hiirh Priority
Control sysiem
operations. High
likelihood of causing
permanent damace...
Control system
operations; air, ground.
water emission....

Control system
operations. High
likelihood of causing
permanent damage to
human health
Lack of time-critical
information for decisions
... regulatory
comDliance....
Inability to meet major
obligations..
Will have Site-wide
impact....

Will seriously impact
regulatory ..

Will seriously impact
management
commitments to high-
profile customers. Will
seriously impact public
service support
commitments.

Lower Priority
Low likelihood of
impacting safety and
health of p u b l i c

Low likelihood of...
Work-arounds are
available

May cause delay in...
Work arounds are
available.

May cause delay ....
Work-arounds are
available.

May cause minor...

May cause minor...

May cause minor....

May affect internal low-
profile customers.

Internal Operations of this Product/Tool/System(s):
14. Does this system use dates, or define data structures of type date? Yes No
1 5. Are you aware of any date algorithms that are within this product? Yes No
For instance:
• Tables that are date driven?
• Historical purging by dates?
* Temporary tables, files or working storage that involves dates or data calculations?
• User Interface that has history date logic?
* Summarization information that uses dates or is date driven?
* Reporting algorithm that uses dates or are date driven?
16. Do you know, or have you investigated/researched, the impact of the year 2000 to
this product? Yes No
Comments:

I7.Are you aware of some of the side-affects of the year 2000 problems'' Yes
Comments:

No

For instance:
* Sorting algorithms based on date fields?
* Date values in input or output files?
* Interfaces with mainframe systems?
Is technology older than 2 years?

IS. User Interface for System? Yes No
18.1. If yes to 18, What is the
name?
18.2. Are there other user interfaces to the data contained in your system? Yes
No
lft.3. Ifyesto 18.2. what are they?

18.4. Do you collect date information with this interface? Yex No
IX.5. Do you display date information with this interface? Yes No
19. Input External Interfaces: Number of interfaces:
19.1. What are they?

19.2. Do you have a current context diagram for the system? No Yes
(Attached? )
19.3. Do you suspect any interfaces that are unknown to you? Yes No
19.4. Do any of these interfaces include transfer of date information? Yes No
19.5. Ifyesto 19.4, please name the affected interfaces?

19.6. Is additional analysis needed to verify any information given above? Yes
19.7. Ifyesto 19.6: What type of analysis needs to be accomplished?

Full evaluation of some all file jormats, table definitions, code reviews?
19.8. If yes to 19.6: What is anticipated level of effort?

No
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